
Designing an Inentive-Based Frameworkfor Overlay RoutingGene Moo Lee, Taehwan Choi, and Yin ZhangDepartment of Computer Sienes,The University of Texas at Austinfgene, tlight, yzhangg�s.utexas.eduAbstratOverlay routing beomes popular as an inremental mehanism toimprove the Internet routing. So far, overlay nodes are always as-sumed to be ooperated to eah other. In this paper, we analyzethe overlay routing in a new viewpoint, in whih the overlay nodesat independently to maximize their own payo�. We use game the-oreti approah to analyze the transit traÆ forwarding, and realizethat overlay nodes are not likely to ooperate eah other in our newsenario.In order to stimulate the independent overlay nodes to ooper-ate eah other, we design and propose an inentive-based framework.We introdue three possible systems and evaluate them analytially.Among the andidates, we use simulation to verify the feasibility ofour proposed framework generalized punish-and-reward system. Theperformane gets loser to soial optimum as we inrease the num-ber of punishments. In addition, the system shows tolerane againstimpatient players.1 IntrodutionOverlay networks have been suussful for many appliations suh as ontentdistribution networks, peer-to-peer �le sharing, ad-ho networks, distributedlook-up servies, appliation-layer multiast overlays, and virtual private net-works. Espeially, it has been shown by [1℄ and [2℄ that overlay routing an1



signi�antly improve the sub-optimality of the Internet routing. Most over-lay systems assume that individual nodes will ooperate with eah other toahieve the goal of the whole system.However, as the overlay network beomes more popular, we argue thatthe system will get deentralized and it will onsist of independent overlaynodes. The node will hoose the ation with its own deision. We assume thatan overlay node will seletively forward traÆ from other nodes in order tomaximize its bene�t and to minimize the ost. The bene�t a node an ahieveis better routes with lower lateny and lower loss rate. In the meantime, thenode will onsume some resoure when forwarding transit traÆ on behalf ofother nodes. The ost inludes paket proessing time, memory onsumption,and network bandwidth.We analyze the behavior of the overlay nodes by formalizing the transittraÆ forwarding as a non-ooperative game [3℄. Sine the nodes in overlayrouting are network routers, we assume that the identity of the nodes arewell-known to eah other and that every pairs of nodes will repeat the gamein�nitely. Our analysis shows that players are not likely to ooperate if thereis no regulation mehanism.In this paper, we introdue inentive-based frameworks [3℄, whih aredesigned to stimulate the players to ooperate in overlay routing. We ana-lyze three trigger strategies for the repeated game: grim-trigger, tit-for-tat,punish-and-reward. We give suÆient onditions, in whih the independentnodes follow the rule of the systems. In addition, we generalize the punish-and-reward system to indue more ooperations of the players.Among the possible strategies, we evaluate the generalized punish-and-reward system with simulation. The system stimulated signi�ant amountof ooperations with limited number of punishments. The performane getsloser to the soial optimum as we have more ooperations. In addition, theframework shows good tolerane against impatient players.To the best of our knowledge, there is no general framework to stimulateooperations in overlay routing networks. Considering an inreasing role ofoverlay networks, proposed mehanism will merit general purpose systems ofoverlay networks.The paper is organized as follows. First, we assume our model and de�nethe problem in Setion 2. Then we use game-theoreti approah to analyzethe behavior of the overlay nodes in Setion 3. In Setion 4, we propose ourframework to make inentives to ooperate in the overlay routing. Setion5 evaluates the proposed method using simulation. In Setion 6, we disuss2



related researh works. We onlude the paper and desribe future diretionin Setion 7.2 Our Inentive ModelIn this setion, we introdue requirements and assumptions, and formalizethe model of transit traÆ forwarding problem in overlay routing. Then wegive the problem de�nitions of this paper.2.1 Requirements and Assumptions1. Quantifying bene�ts and osts: Overlay nodes an get better routingpaths with the help of other nodes. The bene�t we an ahieve inludeslower lateny and lower loss rate. We may preompute these bene�t valuesusing network oordinate systems [4℄. We assume that all the players knowthe bene�t for eah opponent. In the meantime, overlay nodes spend someresoure to forward traÆ from their opponents. The ost inludes CPUtime, memory onsumption, and network bandwidth. Based on the urrentdemand, eah overlay node alulates the ost that will our to the oppo-nent and announes this information to the opponent. Sine we are dealingwith di�erent kinds of metri, we need to onvert them into dimensionlessparameters.2. Strategi and rational overlay nodes: The partiipants are strategi inthe sense that they an hoose their own ations whatever they want, andthat these ations lead to di�erent outomes. A node an take ation toforward or to drop the traÆ from a given oppponent node. In addition,overlay nodes are rational to maximize their own utility value. Sine overlaynodes in our ontext are routers, we exlude the ase where some players aremaliious.3. Overlay nodes are trustworthy: We assume that eah overlay node willtruthfully report the ost that will our to forward the transit traÆ andthe bene�t the node an get from the opponent. It will be an interestingproblem to think about the inentive of players to truthfully report them.However, it is not a fous of this paper. Another assumption is that if anoverlay node agrees to relay other's traÆ, it will atually put its best e�ortto deliver the traÆ to the destination.4. Identities of nodes: The overlay nodes are routers and the identities3



Figure 1: TraÆ relaying game in overlay routing is equivalent to Prisoner'sDilemmaare known to eah other. Consequently, the partiipants have long termrelationship. However, in P2P system, the up-time of the lients are relativelyshort, whih makes it diÆult to regulate anonymous free riders.2.2 Problem De�nitionIn this paper, we want to answer the following questions. What will be theoverall performane if overlay nodes are independent? If the overlay nodesan be ontrolled by a entral entity, we may ahieve the soial optimalperformane. However, as the overlay nodes seek individual optimality, itis likely that the overall performane degrades (prie of anarhy). In se-tion 3, we will analyze the transit traÆ forwarding as a non-ooperativegame. Given the overlay network experienes performane degradation bythe sel�shness, then the next question is: how an we design a mehanism toenourage overlay nodes to ooperate eah other and to get loser to soiallyoptimal performane? In setion 4, we propose our framework to solve thisproblem.3 TraÆ Relaying GameWe want to predit what will happen if the overlay nodes are independentplayers in this setion. Sine the ation of eah player will lead to the �naloutome, we use game theory to analyze the overlay routing.Sine there is no standard onsensus on the overlay network onstrutionproess, we desribe the proedure we will use in this paper. (1) Whena router joins the overlay, it reeives the protool of the overlay network.(2) With the urrent traÆ demand, eah node alulates the bene�t it an4



ahieve from other nodes. (3) Eah node sends traÆ relaying requests to theopponents with the ost information suh as network bandwidth and traÆamount. (4) Based on the bene�t and ost values, eah pair of nodes playtraÆ forwarding game.Figure 1 shows the transit traÆ forwarding game in the overlay routing.We assume that both players simultaneously selet their ations: to relaythe opponent's traÆ or not. If both players forward the traÆ on behalf ofeah other, both get the bene�t from eah other and onsume their resourefor eah other. If only one of the players relays the traÆ, the ooperativeplayer pays the ost without bene�t and the other player reeives the bene�twithout any ost.Here we introdue some notations for our onveniene. We assume thatthere are N players and N(N�1)2 separate games among them. In the gamebetween player i and player j, we denote the partial utility funtion of playeri to be uij = �ij+bij, where ij is the ost player i should pay to relay playerj's traÆ and bij is the bene�t player i an get from player j's help. Thentotal utility funtion of player i isPi 6=j uij. We will use b and  without thesubsripts if there is no onfusion.Let's onsider the best ation eah player an take in this game. Assumingplayer 2 relays the traÆ, player 1 gets better payo� B1 by not relaying thetraÆ. With the assumption that player 2 does not help out, player 1 is stillbetter o� to refuse the duty. Similarly, player 2 will not ooperate with thesame argument. Thus, (NotRelay;NotRelay) is a Nash equilibrium of thisgame. The players are said to be at Nash equilibrium if no player an improveits utility by unilaterally hanging its strategy. For the rest of the paper, wewill use R for Relay and N for NotRelay and (NotRelay;NotRelay) will bedenoted as (N;N).With this argument, we an see that overlay nodes are unlikely to oop-erate without some external ontrol. Thus, we need some mehanism to giveinentives to players to ooperate. Intuitive approah ould be to reord thehistory of other players' ations and maintain the reputation value of theopponent player.We model the traÆ forwarding in overlay routing as a repeated gamebeause the overlay nodes are network routers and the interation betweennodes will be repeated. Sine we do not expet the end of the interation, wetreat it as an in�nitely-repeated game. This feature is di�erent from the aseof P2P system, where anonymous players have inentives to get the downloadand to leave the system without any ontribution.5



In the repeated game, overlay nodes play the game in �gure 1 over andover. The utility value is simply the total sum of the utility the player gets ina one-shot game. Sine the game is played in�nitely, we have to di�erentiatebetween the utility ahieved in the urrent time and the one in the futuregames. Disount fator (0 � Æ � 1) is the weight we put on the future utility.If Æ = 0, the player only onsiders the urrent payo� and ignores the futureimpat. If Æ gets loser to 1, the player puts almost equal importane on thefuture payo� as the present value.4 Inentive-Based FrameworksIn this setion, we introdue possible frameworks, whih are adopted fromgame theory [3℄. They are designed to enourage ooperation in overlay rout-ing. We itemize the requirements of the framework we want to ahieve. Thenwe desribe some andidate systems and evaluate them using mathematialanalysis.The followings are some requirements that the system should meet. (1)The system stimulates the independent players to ooperate eah other. (2)The system is robust with the \impatient" players (i.e. lower Æ value). (3)The outome of the system is lose to the soial optimal performane.Here are possible systems for our goal:� Grim-Trigger: If both players ooperate in the past, they repeat theooperation forever. However, if there is a player who defeted, therewill be no ooperation thereafter.� Tit-for-Tat: In this system, eah player repeat whatever the opponentplayed in the previous game. This follows the human analogy \an eyefor an eye, a tooth for a tooth".� Punish-and-Reward: We onsider the notion of \forgiveness" in thissystem, whereas grim-trigger only inludes punishing mehanism. Aplayer in a bad reputation an restore its state by reeiving the pun-ishment.4.1 Grim-Trigger SystemIn grim-trigger system, everyone enjoys the ooperation until there is oneplayer who defets at some point. Figure 2 shows the state diagram of the6



Figure 2: Grim-Trigger State Diagramsystem. The quoted ations are what our rule requires the players to obey.Both players start with the good state as long as both of them relay theopponent's traÆ. But if one of them refused to relay at some point, bothof them go to bad state and stay there forever.The grim-trigger is strong and extreme beause there is no forgiveness. Ifone of the players refuse to ooperate, both players will not ooperate forever.Therefore, players will be really autious to refuse the ooperation.Sine the overlay nodes are independent, they an hoose whether to goalong with the system or not, based on the expeted payo�s. The followingproposition gives a ondition where players will follow the rule.Proposition 1 Grim-Trigger System indues the ooperation of the playersas a subgame perfet Nash equilibrium if Æ � =b.Proof: It is shown in [3℄ that it is enough to onsider one time unilateraldeviation to show it as a Nash equilibrium. For eah state, we onsider theutility payo� eah player an have by obeying or deviating, assuming thatboth players will obey the rule thereafter.Suppose players are in the good state. Then the rule is to play (R;R). Ifplayer 1 obeys the system (R;R), both players will stay in the good state. Ifplayer 1 deviates from the rule by (N;R), there will be no ooperation forever.u1(obeyjGG) = 1Xi=0 (b� )Æi = b� 1� Æu1(deviatejGG) = b + 1Xi=1 0Æi = bPlayer 1 will obey the rule if Æ � =b in the good state. We an have a dualargument for player 2. 7



Figure 3: Tit-for-Tat State DiagramSuppose players are in the bad state. Then the rule is to play (N;N).Regardless of player 1's ations, they will stay there forever.u1(obeyjBB) = 1Xi=0 0Æi = 0u1(deviatejBB) = � + 1Xi=0 0Æi = �Players are always better o� to follow the system in the bad state.Sine both players start in the good state, grim-trigger system will makethe ooperation if Æ � =b. �Given the disount fator Æ is �xed, the ratio of ost  and bene�t bdiretly make impat on the system performane. If  = 0, then =b = 0 andevery player will ooperate to relay the traÆ from the opponent. Otherwise,if b = 0, then =b =1 and there is no Æ satisfying the equation. All playersdo not have inentives to ooperate in this ase. This is onsistent with ourintuition.4.2 Tit-for-Tat SystemTit-for-tat system follows the human analogy \an eye for an eye, a toothfor a tooth". Every player will repeat whatever the opponent played in theprevious round, as desribed in Figure 3. If both of them ooperate, theywill enjoy the ooperation forever. However, if one of them deviates from theresponsibility, the opponent will devtiate in the next round. In this system,8



pushnishment will result another punishment, whih makes an in�nite hainof \revenges".Beause of this hain, it is likely that the system beomes unstable. Asproved in the following proposition, only a limited player will follow the rule,whih shows that the system is not tolerant. An advantage is that it doesnot require expliit state maintenane beause players do whatever they got.Proposition 2 Tit-for-Tat System indues the ooperation of the players asa subgame perfet Nash equilibrium if Æ = =b.Proof: Suppose both players are in the good state. Then the rule is to play(R;R) in the next game. If player 1 obeys the system, both players will stayin the good state. If player 1 deviates from the rule by (N;R), there will bein�nite hain of revenge.u1(obeyjGG) = 1Xi=0 (b� )Æi = b� 1� Æu1(deviatejGG) = 1Xi=0 (b� Æ)Æ2i = b� Æ1� Æ2Player 1 will obey the rule if Æ � =b in the (Good;Good) state. The sameargument applies to player 2.Suppose player 1 is in the good state but player 2 is in the bad state. Thenthe rule is to play (N;R) in the next round. Player 1 will stay in the revengehain if it obeys the rule. If the player deviates and forgives the opponentplayer, then they will enjoy the ooperation thereafter.u1(obeyjGB) = 1Xi=0 (b� Æ)Æ2i = b� Æ1� Æ2u1(deviatejGB) = 1Xi=0 (b� )Æi = b� 1� ÆPlayer 1 will obey the rule if Æ � =b in the (Good;Bad) state.Now, let's look at the player 2's perspetive. If player 2 obey the rule,then they stay in the revenge hain. Otherwise, both players go to bad state
9



Figure 4: Punish-and-Reward State Diagramin the next round.u2(obeyjGB) = 1Xi=0 (� + bÆ)Æ2i = �+ bÆ1� Æ2u2(deviatejGB) = 1Xi=0 0Æi = 0Player 2 will follow the rule if Æ � =b in the (Good;Bad) state. We anhave the similar argument for (Bad;Good) state.Lastly, onsidering the (Bad;Bad) state, the rule is to play (N;N). Bothplayers do not have inentives to deviate from the system beause they willstay in that state regardless of the ooperation.Sine both players start with the (Good;Good) state, they will ooperateif Æ � =b. However, if we onsider all the states together, players will followthe rule if Æ = =b. �4.3 Punish-and-Reward SystemIn punish-and-reward system, we apture the notion of \forgiveness" fromthe grim-trigger system. Figure 4 illustrates the state diagram of the system.Both players start with the good state like in the previous systems. They en-joy the ooperation until one of them defets. The player who does not relaythe opponent's traÆ goes to a bad state. It an only restore its \goodness"10



by reeiving a punishment. Here, the punishment is to relay the opponent'straÆ.Sine we have forgiveness here, the system is more exible. In grim-triggersystem, if there is a single mistake, then ooperation is impossible thereafter.However, this system allows the player to make up the mistakes.In the following proposition, we analytially derive the ondition that theplayers will follow the system.Proposition 3 Punish-and-Reward System indues the ooperation of play-ers as a subgame perfet Nash equilibrium if Æ � =b.Proof: Suppose both players are in the good state. Then the rule is to play(R;R) in the next game. If player 1 obeys the system, both players will stayin the good state. If player 1 deviates from the rule and plays (N;R), thenit will go to the (Bad;Good) state. It should reeive the punishment to getbak to the (Good;Good) state again.u1(obeyjGG) = 1Xi=0 (b� )Æi = b� 1� Æu1(deviatejGG) = b + Æ(�) + Æ2 b� 1� ÆPlayer 1 will obey the rule if Æ � =b in the (Good;Good) state. The sameargument applies to player 2.Suppose player 1 is in the good state but player 2 is in the bad state.Then player 1 is supposed to play N and gets the reward. Player 1 willreeive the reward from player 2 regardless of its ation, and the players willgo to (Good;Good) state.u1(obeyjGB) = b + Æ b� 1� Æu1(deviatejGB) = (b� ) + Æ b� 1� ÆPlayer 1 is always better o� to follow the rule.Now, let's look at the player 2's perspetive. Player 2 is supposed to get thepunishment and play R. If player 2 obey the rule and reeives the punishment(N;R), then it reovers its reputation. Otherwise, it deviates from the ruleby (N;N), it stays in the bad state and defers the punishment to following11



games. u2(obeyjGB) = (�) + 1Xi=1 (b� )Æi = � + Æ b� 1� Æu2(deviatejGB) = 0 + Æ(�) + Æ2 b� 1� ÆPlayer 2 will follow the rule if Æ � =b in the (Good;Bad) state. We anhave the similar argument for (Bad;Good) state.Lastly, onsidering the (Bad;Bad) state, the rule is to play (N;N). Bothplayers do not have inentives to deviate from the system beause they willstay in that state regardless of the ooperation.The system will suessfully make the ooperation ifÆ � =b. �From three propositions above, we an see that the onditions to makeplayers ooperate are the same for all three andidates. However, punish-and-reward system is the most promising one beause it is tolerant againstsome possible mistakes. In addition, it will guarantee the onvergene of theoverall overlay network.4.4 Generalized Punish-and-Reward SystemWe an generalize the idea of punish-and-reward system. Instead of makingthe punishment just one time, we an think of N onseutive punishments asa make-up for the defeting. Intuitively speaking, we may enfore more play-ers to ooperate as we inrease the number of punishments. If the player re-fuses a punishment during the period, then the punishment proedure startsfrom the beginning.The following proposition shows that the system beomes more tolerantagainst impatient players as we inrease the number of punishments.Proposition 4 Generalized Punish-and-Reward System indues the ooper-ation of players as a subgame perfet Nash equilibrium if PNi=K Æi � =b for1 � K � N .Proof: Suppose both players are in the good state. Then the rule is to play(R;R) in the next game. If player 1 obeys the system, both players will stayin the good state. If player 1 deviates from the rule (N;R), then it will go12



to the (Bad;Good) state. It should reeive the N punishments to get bak tothe (Good;Good) state again.u1(obeyjGG) = b� 1� Æu1(deviatejGG) = b + NXi=1 (�)Æi + ÆN+1 b� 1� ÆPlayer 1 will obey the rule if PNi=1 Æi � =b in the (Good;Good) state. Thesame argument applies to player 2.Suppose player 1 is in the good state but player 2 is in the bad state. LetK be the number of punishments left for player 2. Then player 1 is supposedto play N and gets the reward. Player 1 will reeive the reward from player2 regardless of its ation.u1(obeyjGBK) = K�1Xi=0 bÆi + ÆK b� 1� Æu1(deviatejGBK) = (b� ) + K�1Xi=1 bÆi + ÆK b� 1� ÆPlayer 1 is always better o� to follow the rule.Now, let's look at the player 2's perspetive. Player 2 is supposed toget the K more punishments and play R. If player 2 obeys the rule andreeives the punishment (N;R), then it reovers its reputation. Otherwise, itdeviates from the rule (N;N), it stays in the bad state and starts to reeivethe punishment proess from the beginning.u2(obeyjGBK) = K�1Xi=0 (�)Æi + ÆK b� 1� Æu2(deviatejGBK) = 0 + NXi=1 (�)Æi + ÆN+1 b� 1� ÆPlayer 2 will follow the rule ifPNi=K Æi � =b in the (Good;BadK) state. Wean have the similar argument for (BadK ; Good) state.Lastly, onsidering the (Bad;Bad) state, the rule is to play (N;N). Bothplayers do not have inentive to deviate from the system beause they willstay in that state regardless of the ooperation.13



The system will suessfully make the ooperation ifPNi=1 Æi � =b. �5 SimulationIn this setion, we make some simulation to evaluate one of our proposedmethods, punish-and-reward system. First, we want to see if our systematually enourage many ooperations. Also, it is important to hek theprie of anarhy, a metri to measure how muh the system is lose to thesoial optimum.5.1 ParametersWe have three main parameters to set in the simulation:1. Bene�t and ost values: Given a �xed network topology and traÆ de-mand, we may alulate the bene�t value using network oordinate systems.However, we have not implemented this feature. For this simulation, wetweak the maximum value of bene�t and osts, and use uniform distributionto alloate these values for eah pair of the overlay nodes.2. Number of punishments: We hange the number of punishments tosee the impat on the oordination ratio.3. Disount fators: In order to test the tolerane of the system, we usevarious disount fators.5.2 Evaluation MetrisWe want to evaluate the system in terms of two fators: ooperation ratioand overall performane.1. Degree of Cooperation (DoC): This metri simply ounts the numberof ooperations after the system onverges. Clearly, we want to make thismetri as high as possible.DoC = Number of CooperationsNumber of Possible Pairs of Players2. Prie of Anarhy (PoA): We want to quantify the performane degra-dation by the absene of entral ontrol, whih is alled prie of anarhy.PoA = Optimal PerformaneAtual Performane14



Figure 5: As we put more punishments, more players tend to ooperate. Thedegree of ooperation onverges at some level.If the performane is lose to optimal, it gets lose to 1. The value gets loserto 1 if the performane gets worse.Another possible metri is fairness. We want the regulation of our systemto a�et the players as equally as possible. In other words, we want the ratiobetween atual bene�t and atual ost to be as uniform as possible for eahoverlay node. However, we do not inlude this metri in this paper.5.3 Simulation ResultThe �rst question we want to answer is: Does the system make inentives toooperate? In Figure 5, we plot the degree of ooperation as a funtion ofthe number of punishments. Following our intuition, more players tend toooperate as we inrease the period of punishments. Interesting thing is thatthe degree of ooperation onverges with a limited number of punishments.It seems that we do not need to that many punishments to stimuate mostplayers.As the next experiment, we test the prie of anarhy as we inrease thenumber of punishments. As shown in Figure 6, the prie of anarhy onverges,whih is simiar to the ase of the degree of ooperation.After the two experiments, we ome up with a question: Is oopera-tion always good for the soial performane? In Figure 7, we try to �ndthe orrelation between the prie of anarhy and the degree of ooperation.The simulation shows that there is strong orrelation between those fators.Therefore, we an say that enouraging more ooperation will also improve15



Figure 6: More punishment improves the overall system optimality. Espe-ially, the seond punishment signi�antly improves the performane.

Figure 7: Prie of anarhy and degree of ooperation have strong orrelation.More ooperations indue better performane.
16



Figure 8: The system shows tolerane to \moderate" players.the soial performane.Lastly, we want to hek the tolerane of the system as we derease thedisount fator (Figure 8). The system shows toleranae for moderate players(Æ � 0:4). However, as players beome extremely impatient (Æ � 0:3), weould not get good degree of ooperation.6 Related WorkInentive-based systems have been extensively researhed in networks. Mostof all, researh on inentives in P2P �le sharing systems are distinguishingin [5{9℄. Most researhes on P2P �le sharing system fous on the ahievementof optimality by preventing free-riders, whih leads to \tragedy of ommons."In [6, 7℄, non-ooperative game is assumed for explaining self-interestedusers in P2P networks. In their non-ooperative game, inentives are used forooperation and helps to ahieve the optimal solutions of P2P networks. Twoforms of inentives are proposed to measure payo�s suh as monetary pay-ments and di�erential servies [8℄. [10℄ introdues expliit inentives into rout-ing and monetary system is proposed. The monetary system seems highlyimpratial in network soiety [11℄. Thus, [7℄ proposes di�erential serviemodel for P2P systems.[12℄ haraterizes sel�shly onstruted overlay routing networks and itproves that sel�shly haraterized overlay networks an present desirableproperties with a non-ooperative game model. In [13℄, a ost-based model isadopted to assess the network resoures in overlay networks and the bene�tsof partiipating in the overlay networks are explained as a ost redution.17



In [14℄, market-driven approah to regulate sel�sh nodes are proposes for theproblem of bandwidth alloation in overlay networks.7 Conlusion and Future WorkIn this paper, we analyze the overlay routing in the assumption that the over-lay nodes only ooperate eah other if there is an inentive to do so. We modelthe sel�sh overlay nodes as strategi and rational players to maximize theirown utility. The game-theoreti analysis shows that we need some mehanismto enourage the ooperation. We propose three trigger-based frameworks tosolve this problem with analyti proof for their feasibility. With sumulation,we show the feasibility of the generalized punish-and-reward system.In the proess of approahing the problem, we introdue some assump-tions on the model. Then our diretion is to make more realisti model.First, we assume that the overlay node an forward as muh traÆ asit wants. However, in reality, every router has some limitation in networkbandwidth and omputation power. Therefore, we need to add a onstraintto the problem.maximize Xi 6=j ui;j , subjet to Xi 6=j i;j �MAXCOSTAnother assumption is about the bene�t. We have not modeled how thesevalues are set up. Sine the network hanges dynamially, the bene�t valueswill be hanged by the new traÆ ow. Atually, the value may hange bythe overlay traÆ by itself beause an attrative overlay node may auseongestion to the neighbor links.Lastly, we assumed that only two overlay nodes are involved in eahrelation and that those relations are independent from eah other. We willapture the orrelation in the future work.Referenes[1℄ D. G. Andersen, H. Balakrishnan, M. F. Kaashoek, and R. Morris,\Resilient overlay networks," in Symposium on Operating SystemsPriniples, 2001, pp. 131{145. [Online℄. Available: iteseer.ist.psu.edu/andersen01resilient.html 18
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